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1. Introduction. The object of this paper is to present a general method

of studying nondevelopable surfaces and conjugate nets from a projective

point of view. The method used is that of tensors. An earlier paper [8](1)

initiated the study we are attempting. A still earlier paper [6] presented a

similar theory from a non-tensor point of view, but certain restrictions in-

herent to the method caused considerable loss of generality. The present

study removes these restrictions.

Covariant differentiation is based on a connection arising naturally in the

theory rather than on Christoffel symbols derived from a quadratic form.

The components of this connection reduce to the Christoffel symbols based

on the metric tensor if the geometry is specialized to that on a surface im-

mersed in euclidean space of three dimensions. An easy direct method is

therefore available for the study, from the metric point of view, of geometric

entities commonly considered in projective geometry. The final section is de-

voted to these considerations.

In the discussion of any particular geometric entity, it is usually desirable

to reduce the forms inherent to the discussion to suitable canonical forms.

However if it is desired to study two or more disparate entities simultane-

ously, there is considerable labor involved in relating the canonical forms

commonly associated with their study. For this reason we have delayed re-

ducing our forms to a canonical form until §5, leaving all formulas in un-

specialized parameters.

Green showed [3] that the invariants (and covariants) of a surface ex-

pressed in terms of the asymptotic parameters may be expressed essentially

in terms of arbitrary non-conjugate parameters without preliminary integra-

tions. He assumed that the necessary integrations have been performed, then,

by changing the parameters, computed the invariants of the surface in the

new non-conjugate representation. In this paper we compute the invariants

and covariants of a surface (or conjugate net) directly in terms of arbitrary

parameters. The tensor notation makes these computations relatively easy.

Let the homogeneous projective coordinates (x1, x2, x3, x*) of a point in

a projective space of three dimensions be given as analytic functions of two

parameters u1, u2. Denote by 5 the surface generated by x. Let (y1, y2, y3, y4)
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be the coordinates of a point y not in the tangent plane to S at x. The pairs

of functions x, y satisfy a system of differential equations of the form

2 a     ß p p

d x/du du = Laßdx/du + PaßX + Daßy,

(1.1) a p p
dy/du  = Madx/du + Qax + Eay,

repeated indices indicating summation.

Under the transformation

(1.2) a" = «"(«', «'),      J = \ dua/düß\ A 0

the coefficients Laß in (1.1) transform according to the law of transformation:

/ x du" du'
= (Lug *

\     dü" düß

av \du"

düadüßJ a«x

These functions may therefore be used as a basis for covariant differentiation.

If covariant differentiation with respect to the connection Laß be denoted by

a comma, we may write equations (1.1) in the form

X,aß = PaßX + DaßV,

y,a = MaX,p + QaX + Eay.

The integrability conditions of system (1.2) may be written in the form

Paß, 1 — Pay.ß = QßDay ~ QyDaß,

Daß,y — Day,ß = EßDay — EyDaß,

Ma.ß — Mß,a = SaQß — BßQa + EßMa — EaMß,

Qa.ß - Qß.a = EfQa ~ EaQß + PapMß - PßpMa,
p p p p p p

Raßy + PaySß — PaßSy = D aßM y — D ayM ß = P aßy,

Ea,ß — Eßla = DapMß — DßpM a = P'paß = Rpaß-

Let 2 be a focal point on the line h joining the points x and y, and let

ua = w(t) be the parametric equations of the curves on 5 corresponding to the

developables of the congruence Ti of lines h. The general coordinates of z are

expressible in the form
Z — y — (j»x.

The parameter <b and the differentials du" satisfy the respective equations

<p2 - Mp<p + M = 0, M = I Maß I,

(1.5) p      , x
MJp\du du -- 0,

wherein

(1.6) 7n = 0, 712 = (- Dyi\ 721 = - (- DY<\ In ** 0, D - | Daß\ A 0.
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The asymptotic curves on 5 are defined by the differential equation

(1.7) D^du'du* = 0.

The harmonic invariant of the forms appearing in the left members of (1.7)

and the last of (1.5) may be written in the form

MPßDpa — MaDpß = P'aß.

Hence the congruence Ti is conjugate to S if and only if

(1.8) Ea,ß - Eß,a = 0.

Under the transformation

(1.9) y = 0'z,p + <px + ay, a A 0,

the system (1.3) transforms into the system

^ x-.aß = P«ßX + D^y,

y-,a = Max;„ + Qax + Eay,

wherein the semicolon denotes covariant differentiation with respect to the

transformed connection

Laß = Laß + DaßO .

The remaining coefficients of (1.10) useful to us are given by the formulas

Paß = Paß + <f>L>aß, Daß = aDaß,

aMa = Ma - 4>b'a ~ C + (M. + A .tf,

Ea = Ea - da ~ A.a, A  = log tt,

wherein
da = Da„6>.

It follows that the components P'paß transform under (1.9) according to the

law

Ppaß =  (Ea — 6a),ß — (Eß — dß)ta.

Let Daß be defined by the relation.

DafDpß = dß.

Now in the transformation (1.9) choose

9" = (E, - co,„ - AJD",

wherein « is an arbitrary differentiable function. Then the transform of Ea

under (1.9) is given by the formula

Ea — 03,a-
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The congruence Ti of lines Zi joining x, y is conjugate to Hence we may

without quadratures, and in any parametric representation whatever, find all con-

gruences conjugate to a given surface. These congruences depend upon one arbi-

trary dijferentiable function of the arbitrary parameters on the surface.

From (1.5) the harmonic conjugate of x with respect to the focal points

on h is the point f whose general coordinates are given by the expression

f = y + Mpx/2.

We shall call this point the K-point of x on the line 1%.

The curves on 5 corresponding to the developables of the congruences T2

of the lines l2 joining the points ru r2 whose coordinates are defined by the

expression

(1.11) ra = x,a + \ax

are the integral curves of the differential equation

(1.12) ■KliJD<"lIpxdu'dux = 0,

wherein
TT aß ~~    Paß 4" Xa,0 — XaXß.

The curves (1.12) form a conjugate net if and only if

(1 . 13) TT aß = ITßa,

that is, if and only if

(1.14) X..,-Xfll„ = 0.

Differentiating (1.11) covariantly one obtains

(1.15) ra.ß — \arß = TaßX + Daßy.

If (1.13) holds, one obtains from (1.15) the equation

dri/du2 — X2ri = dr^/du1 — \\r2.

An obvious geometrical interpretation may therefore be made for the condi-

tion (1.13).

Let A be a differentiable, but otherwise arbitrary, function of a1, u2. If

in (1.11) we let Xa=A,a the condition (1.14) is satisfied. Hence the most gen-

eral congruence harmonic to S is the congruence of lines joining r\, r2 where

(1.16) ra = x,a + A.aX, a = 1, 2.

2. Reciprocal congruences. Let the roots of the quadratic (1.7) be written

in the form
dul:du2 = Al:A2,     dul:du2 = Bl:B2,

and choose the proportionality factor for A", B" so that
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(2.1) A"Bß + B"Aß = 2Daß.

If we let
Aa = DapA",       Ba = DapB",

then

(2.2) AaBß + BaAß = 2Daß,      APB> = A'BP = 2.

It also follows that

AaBß — BaAß = 21 aß,

A"Bß — BM" = 2/«'»,

wherein

711 = 0>      712 = (_ Dy/tt      721 = - (- Dyi\      I22 = 0.

We shall call the asymptotic curve whose tangent vector is A "(Ba) the

A -curve (B-curve) with similar appellations for the tangents to these curves.

Consider now the points X, Y lying respectively on the A-tangent and B-

tangent. The coordinates of these points are of the form

(2.4) X.= A»x,p 4- Ax,      Y - B*x,, + Bx.

As x moves along the B curve the point X moves on a curve a point X' on

whose tangent has coordinates given by the expression

X' = 2y 4- (A%B' + ÄB" + XA^x,, + (A,,B° + P^A'b' + \A)x.

In a similar manner we define a point Y' by the formula

Y' = 2y 4- (B'y + BA" + pB*)x,, + {B,.A° 4- Pp„A"b' 4- »B)x.

The points X', Y' and x are collinear if and only if X, n, A, B satisfy the equa-

tion

M' 4- AB" + A',B° = uB' 4- BA' + B',,A°

Hence

X = (B„/2)(BlA° - A',,B°) + B = Bp>f 4- B,

ß = (AP/2)(A',B° - BP,,A') + A - A,,,!" + A.

For this choice of X, u a point Z on the line joining x, X' (or x, F') has

coordinates given by the formula

(2.5) Z=y + F"x,p/2

wherein Fa is defined by either of the equivalent expressions

F" = AU -f {AaBx/2)(BX,.A° - a).B°) + BA" + Aß",
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f" = B*,A' + (B"a^/2)(a\b' - b\ä°) + AB" + BAa.

Combining these expressions and making use of (2.1) and (2.2) we may

write f" in the form
F« = - T" + AB" + BA"

wherein

ma pa_a

T = D Tp„

Tp, = D^iDpi,, + L\x,p - ZW)/2.

There exists a unique line h through x and intersecting the tangents to the

loci of X and Y as x moves respectively along the B-curve and A-curve on S.

This line is determined by x and the point Z whose coordinates are given by (2.5).

The line h so defined and the line h determined by X and Y are of course recipro-

cal lines [5].

Conversely the line h is the reciprocal of the line h joining x to Z defined

by the expression

(2.6) Z = y - 6"x,p

if A and B are so chosen that

go = [tp - (AB> + BA>)]/2.

Hence the line h joining the points X, Y defined by the expressions

X = A>[x,p+ (Tp - 2dp)x/2],

Y = B»[x,p + (Tp - 28p)x/2]

is the reciprocal of the line h joining x to the point Z defined by (2.6). This

line h intersects the parametric tangents in the points ri, r2 whose coordinates

are given by the expression

ra = x,a + (Ta - 29a)x/2.

Suppose the congruence T2 of lines l2 is harmonic to 5. Then from (1.16)

we find that /2 intersects the asymptotic tangents in the points X, Y whose

coordinates are given by the expressions

(2.7) X = A'(x,p + A.px),      Y = B"(x,p +k,px).

The reciprocal polar h of Z2 joins x to the point Z whose coordinates are

Z = y - (7> - 2D^A,s)xj2.

Since T2 is harmonic to S, Y\ is conjugate to S.

Let covariant differentiation with respect to the form

pDprdu'du'
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be denoted by a semicolon. We find readily that

xiaß = x.afl - [Tag + (CP,ß + s'ßP,a - DaßDAP,x)/2\x.„      P = log p.

Hence

D"x-p,/2 = y - T"xj2 + Pp<,D"°x/2.

It follows that the line joining x to the point whose general coordinates are

Df'xiP,/2 is the reciprocal of the line joining the points x,i, x^for every value of p.

Consider now the line h joining x to y. A point z on h has coordinates z

given by the formula

(2.8) z = y - <bx.

As x moves along the A -curve the point z describes a curve, a point z' on

whose tangent has coordinates given by

z' = [(Ml - 4*£)x,, + (q. - <f>., - <pEc)x]a'.

From (2.4) we may show that

x,a = [bax + aay - (aba + baa)x]/2.

Hence we may write the coordinates of z' in the form

z' = a'(Ml - <b8l)(bpx + apy)/2 + ( )x,

the coefficient of x not being necessary for our purposes. It follows that the

tangent to the locus of z intersects the 7i-tangent at x if and only if <t>=<p\

where

0! = mId*a'b/2 = (Ml + MlDpXl'*)/2.

Interchanging the roles of the asymptotic tangents and curves on S, we

find a second point determined by (2.8) with <j>=<bt where

<p2 = (Ml + MlDpj')/2.

The two points Zi, z2 determined by an, <p2 coincide if and only if

(MlDPx - MxZJp„)/X = 0,

that is, if and only if
Ea,ß — Eß,a = 0.

Hence on an arbitrary line lx protruding from S at x there exist two points zx, z2,

which, as x moves along respectively the A-curve and B-curve, describe curves

whose tangents intersect respectively the B-tangent and A-tangent. These points

coincide if and only if the congruence yx is conjugate to the surface.

We conclude this section by deriving the condition that the surface 5 be
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ruled. The osculating plane at at to a curve C through x whose tangent is de-

termined by the contravariant components C" passes through the three points

(2.9) x,      C° x,„      Df£PC°y + c\jC°x,p.

These points are collinear, that is C is a straight line, if and only if C is an

asymptotic curve, say an A -curve, and if and only if

(2.10) r\ = 2Apa\,A°

vanishes. In a similar manner the 73-curve is a straight line if and only if

(2.11) Ri = 2B„BP,,B°

vanishes. Hence the surface S is ruled if and only if the invariant R = R\R2

vanishes. Using (2.1), (2.2) and (2.3) we may write R in the form

(2.12) R = D„\,,D^..{I'*P>'D'9 + WD*» + />/'»/>* + D*»D"*D°e).

3. The quadrics of Darboux. By proper choice of unit point, the point

y whose general coordinates are given by the expression

Y — y°x + yxtP'-\- y3y

will have local coordinates (y°, y1, y2, y3) referred to the tetrahedron (x, x,u

x,2, y). In terms of these local coordinates the equations of S may be written

in the form

y  = 1 + PpaAuAu/2 + • • • ,

(3.1) y" = Au" + L°aAuAu/2 + • • • , a = 1, 2,
3 pa p     a     \ .

y  = DpaAu Au /2 + 2(p„x)Am Au Au /6 + ■ • ■ ,

wherein

32(pa)i) = Dp,,\ + Da\,p + D\p,a + DaßEy + DßyEa + DyaEß

+ 3(Dp,Llx + + DxXp.).

From (3.1) we may show that each of the quadrics,

(3.2) Dpay"y'+ y3(- 2y° + k.y + *iy») = 0,

has second order contact with S at x for arbitrary values of ki, k2, ks. The

triple point tangents of the curve of intersection of 5 and a quadric of the

family (3.2) are given by the expression

(3.3) Vpa\dWdurdux = 0,

wherein

3lTpa\ = Dpa.x + D„\,p + D\p,a + D pah + Da\lp + D\pl„    la = Ea — 3ka/2.
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The forms appearing in the left members of (1.7) and (3.3) are apolar if

and only if
3D"T„a = 4(A„ + la) = 0,

4Aa = D<"{2Dpa,, 4" D„,,a).

Hence ka = Ta. It follows therefore that the quadrics of Darboux have the

equations
D^yy + y3(- 2y« + T„y 4- k,y*) = 0,

ki being an arbitrary parameter.

The differential equation of the curves of Darboux may be written in the

form

P^dWdu'dvh = 0

wherein

3iVx = A>„,x 4- ö»x.p 4-        - (D„Ax + D^A, + D^A„).

4. On conjugate nets. Let the contravariant components of the asymp-

totic tangent vectors be again denoted by A", B" and subject to the condi-

tions (2.1). Let U", V" be the contravariant components of two other distinct

tangent vectors. We may write these latter components in the form

U" = mA' + nBf,      V = pA' + qB", .   mq — np A 0.

We find readily that
D^U'V = 2(mq + np).

We shall speak of the curves whose tangent vectors are U", V" as the U-

curves and F-curves respectively, with similar names for the tangents to these

curves. We see readily that the (7-tangents and V-tangents are conjugate if

and only if mq+np = 0. Hence the contravariant components of conjugate tan-

gent vectors may be written in the form

V -  XimA' + nB"),      V" = n(mA* — nB"),      \pmn A 0.

We find readily that

D^U'U" = 4X2w«,      D^VV" = - Auhnn.

We may therefore choose X, p so that mn = l/i. Hence the contravariant com-

ponents of conjugate tangent vectors may be written in the form

(4.1) U" - mA" 4- nB",      V* = mA" - nB",      4mn = 1.

It follows that
DP,VV = 1,      DpcV"V = - 1.

Any point X on the Z7-tangent has coordinates of the form

X = U"x,„ 4- Ux.
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A point X' on the tangent at X to the locus of that point as x moves along

the F-curve through x has coordinates

X' = {U'y + UV" 4- Xt7P)*.P + ( )*•

The point X' is on the [/-tangent if and only if

0 P Off

uv + \u = - u,.v .

Hence the focal point X on the [/-tangent has coordinates defined by the ex-

pression

(4.2) X = U'x,p 4- V„UPyx.

Similarly the focal point F on the F-tangent through x has coordinates given

by the formula

(4.3) F = V"x,p - Uy,,ü'x.

From (4.2) and (4.3) we find readily that the ray of the conjugate net joins

the points Ra whose general coordinates are given by the expression

Ra — Xta 4~ Xa#

wherein
Xa = - {VaUp,„V>U' -f- UaV,,, U'V').

It is easy to show that the contravariant components TI", Y" of any other

conjugate vectors may be written in the form

Iff = U" cosh H +V sinh H,
(4.4)

V = U" sinh H + V' cosh H,

and that the Z7-curvesand F-curves form a pencil [ll] of conjugate nets if H

is constant. In particular the associate conjugate net of the given conjugate

net is given by (4.4) with H=iir/A.

Using (4.2) and (4.4) we easily show that the focal point X on the tangent

to the [/-curve has coordinates given by the formula

(4.5)"? = X cosh H + Fsinh H + sinh Hcosh F/($ sinh H - * cosh if),

wherein

* = U,(U'„U' + F>') 4- V,(UPy + KV),

* = - [fp([/>' 4- KV) + up(upy + Ku')l

Or using (2.10) and (2.11) we may write (4.6) in the form

4> = (msRx 4- n*R2)/A,      * = - (w3ic! - n3R2)/4.

Hence
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R = ($2 - ¥»)/4,

Setting iJ=iV/4 in (4.5) we find that the associate ray joins the points

Ri, R2 where _
R<x = x,a 4- aa«,

wherein

(4.7) a. = X«¥7«)/2.

Let us now consider the axis of the given net. From (2.9) the osculating

plane of the tV-curve at x is determined by the points

x, if°x,p,     y 4- u",„u'x,p.

If we write the general coordinates of a point Z in the form

Z = sia; 4- x2X + xzY 4- xty

the equation of this osculating plane in local coordinates, referred to the tetra-

hedron (x, X, F, y), is

x3 + V.lfjfxK = 0.

Similarly the osculating plane at x to the F-curve through x has the equation

x2 4- uyyXi = 0.

These osculating planes intersect in the point x and in the point Z whose gen-

eral coordinates are given by the expression

Z = y — ßfx.p

wherein

(4.8) e' = uyyu" 4- Vxu^uy.

The axis of any net of the pencil (4.4) joins x to the point Z whose generäl

coordinates are given by the formula

Z = (Vyy cosh H 4- Vjj'jj' sinh H)X

4- {Vyy sinh H + VPV%V cosh H)Y - y.

The equations of the axis of the net (4.4) may be written in local coordinates

in the form

x2 + [Uyy 4- sinh 2H{$ sinh 2H - * cosh 2H)/2]Xl = 0,
(4.9) .     . .

x3 + [VpV,„U 4- sinh 2ff($ cosh 2H - * sinh 2#)/2]*4 = 0.

It follows therefore that the axes of all nets of a pencil of conjugate nets on

a quadric surface coincide with the axis of the given net. Moreover if the surface
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is a non-quadric ruled surface, the locus of the axis of a net of a pencil of con-

jugate nets is a plane. The equation of this plane is

$y8 -f yfry3 = 0

wherein

1>2 = *2 + UfV'aV'xt,

yz = x3 + VpU'aU'xi.

If 5 is not ruled, homogeneous elimination of H from (4.9) yields the fol-

lowing equation of the axis quadric cone [10]:

y\- y\- (*y* + ^ys)xt/2 = 0.

The tangent plane to this cone along the axis of the given conjugate net has

the equation
*y2 4- *yi = 0.

This tangent plane intersects the tangent plane to S at x in the second canonical

tangent of the given conjugate net.

Setting H=iri/A in (4.4) we find that the associate axis joins x to the

point whose general coordinates are

y — Q'x.p

wherein

(4.10) d" = d'- (W - ^V")/2.

From (4.7) and (4.10) we verify Green's theorem [4] that the ray and associ-

ate ray congruence of a conjugate net coincide if and only if the axis and associate

axis congruence coincide; the sustaining surface must he a quadric.

Consider now a point Z on the line h joining the points x, y. The coordi-

nates of Z are of the form

(4.11) Z = y - 4>x.

As x moves along the 77-curve of the conjugate net the point Z moves on a

curve". A point Z' on this latter curve has coordinates

Z' = (Ml - <t>bl){UpX - V„Y)U +()x.

The tangent line to the locus of Z intersects the F-tangent at x if and only

U4>=<Pi where

(4.12) = - MlD^uV.

Interchanging the roles of the curves of the net, we find a second point de-

fined by (4.11) with </>=<p2 where
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(4.13) <p2 = M'DaV°VX.

We shall speak of the two points Z defined by (4.11) with <p=q>i and <j>=<p2

as the involutory points on h with respect to the conjugate net. Using (4.1), we

may write (4.12), (4.13) in the form

0, = Ml/2 + (m*P + n*Q),

<p2 = Ml/2 - 0»*P +««®,

wherein

p = mId,xA°ax,    q = mId„xb'bx.

Using (1.5) and (2.3) we may show the vanishing of P and q implies that the

developables of the congruence T\ of lines l\ intersect S in the asymptotic net on S.

The unique conjugate net defined by (4.1) with

m2P + n*Q = 0,      PQ A 0

has coincident involutory points on h.

If the developables of the congruence Fi do not intersect S in the asymptotic

curves, then the involutory points on Inform an involution as the generating con-

jugate net varies through the conjugate nets on S. The double points of this in-

volution are the point x and the K-point of x on h.

5. On canonical forms. The transformation

(5.1) x = px,      pAO,      log p=U,

transforms (1.3) into the system

x-aß = PagX 4- Daßy,

y-,a = MPax;p 4- QaX + Eay

wherein the semicolon denotes covariant differentiation with respect to the

transformed connection
—p        p       p p
Laß = Laß — SaU,ß — ÖßU,a,

and wherein
Paß =  Paß —   U, aß —   U ,aU ,ß,

— -P P

pDaß = Daß, Ma = pM a,

Qa = piQa + M°aU,p), Ea = Ea.

Let 7? be a function having the following properties (P): (a) RAO, (b) R is

absolutely invariant under (1.2), (c) the transform R of R under (1.9) is given

by aR = R, and by (d) R=pR under (5.1). We easily verify that the function

D defined by (1.6) transforms according to the laws D=a2D under (1.11) and

D=p~W under (5.1).
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The coordinates of the point ra defined by the formula

Ta = Xt a faX/A,

wherein

(5.2) /„ = Lpa + Ea- 2(log R),a - (log D),a/2,

transform under (1.9) and (5.1) according to the respective laws of trans-

formation fa = ra, fa=fira, and are therefore the covariant components of a

vector. Moreover under the transformations (1.9) and (5.1) the transform /„

of /„ is given by the equation

/„ = fa - 4(7.„.

Moreover fa,ß—fß,a = 0, and hence we may choose « so that/„ = 0. The co-

ordinates of the points ra than assume the form

(5.3) ra = x,a.

The form of (5.3) is preserved under (1.9) and (5.1) with a arbitrary and

p = const.

The line joining r\ and r2 is an intrinsic line which we have previously

called an i?-harmonic line [7]. If in particular the invariant R is taken as

that invariant defined by (2.12) the line is the reciprocal of the Fubini-Green

projective normal.

Let us assume that the coordinates x are so normalized that the line join-

ing xi, x,i is an P-harmonic line. According to (2.6) the reciprocal of the R-

harmonic line joins x to the point Z given by

Z = y - T"xj2.

Under the transformation (1.9) the functions F" transform according to the

law
T" = ar\T» - 26").

Hence we may choose 0" so that Tf = 0. We shall suppose that this transforma-

tion has been effected.

Since the line xy is the reciprocal of an P-harmonic line, it is an /^-con-

jugate line and the congruence generated by it is conjugate to S. It follows

that condition (1.8) is fulfilled. The coefficient a in the transformation

(5.4) y = <t>x + ay

may be chosen so that £a = 0; the coefficient <p in (5.4) may be chosen to

make Wp = 0.
Hence we may reduce the system (1.3) to the form

x,aß = PaßX -f Daßy,

y.a =  MaX,„ + QaX,
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in which the line joining x,i, x,t is an R-harmonic line, xy is the corresponding

R-conjugate line, the point y is the K-point on xy. The system is characterized

analytically by the conditions

fa = 0,      T" = 0,      Ea = 0,      M'p = 0.

Suppose again for the moment that the defining differential equations are

in the unspecialized form (1.3). Let there be given a form

ap„du"du° = 0,

and let T^, be the Christoffel symbols formed with respect to the components

ap„. We may readily show that

a a a

wherein

ap, = a (ap\,f + a„\,p — ap„,\)/2,      a "ap$ = 6ß.

Let a curve C through x be considered as imbedded in a one-parameter

family of curves defined by the differential equation

du1:du' - CU.C\

The curve C is an extremal of the integral

f (a^du'dw)1'*

if the contravariant components C" satisfy the condition

(5.5) [C^x - C"d + <f(C"aßpx - Cßa°x)]C* = 0.

Referred to the tetrahedron x, x,i, x,t, y the osculating plane at x to the

curve C subject to the condition (5.5) has coordinates given by the formulas

So = 0, = dDp£?C°',      £2 = - c'DpaCV,

£3 = (c'aI, - c'aIjc'c'.

Homogeneous elimination of C" yields the following equation of the envelope

of these osculating planes:

(5.6) 4D>%& = Q^i-Mx,      £0 = 0,

wherein

i = (4£, - (3D"ä), - 2Z>XX)&.

and wherein the coefficients 0/"x are immaterial for the present. It is easily

shown that the cusp axis of the cone (5.6) has the equation £o=^ = 0.
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Thisjine joins the point x to the point z whose general coordinates are given

by the formula

z = y - {2>D"°a), - 2D'a%)x,x/4.

From (2.7) the reciprocal of this cusp axis joins the points ra defined by

the formula

(5.7) ra = *.„ + [Ta - Dax(Wp°a). - 2Dx°ap.)/4\x/2.

If in particular we let aaß = RDaß wherein R has the properties (P), then

the expressions (5.7) may be reduced to

fa —  Xta       faX/4,

fa being defined by (5.2). It follows that the cusp axis [l] of the extremals of

the integral

is the R-conjugate line defined by the invariant R. If R is the invariant (2.12),

the cusp axis is the projective normal.

6. Metrical considerations. Let us specialize the differential equations

(1.3) to be the Gauss differential equations of a surface immersed in euclidean

space of three dimensions. We may interpret the functions y as the direction

cosines of the metric normal, and the comma as indicating covariant differ-

entiation with respect to the metric tensor gaß.

Under these restrictions we may write the components of some of. the

tensors in the previous theory in the following forms:

(6.1) Ta = Z?«*(fl log K/dux)/2,     fa= - d log (K^R^/dW,

wherein R is an absolute invariant under (1.2) and K is the Gaussian curva-

ture of the surface at x.

It follows from (2.6) that the reciprocal of the ideal line in the tangent

plane to S at x has direction cosines proportional to

y - Z>x(d log Kxjdu^/A.

Hence the reciprocal of the ideal line coincides with the metric normal if and only

if the surface has constant Gaussian curvature. Or at the point x on a surface of

constant Gaussian curvature every quadric of Darboux cuts the metric normal

orthogonally.
For surfaces of non-constant Gaussian curvature, the reciprocal of the

metric normal joins the points ra whose coordinates are given by the formula

i. A,a

ra = x 4-(not summed on a).
d log K/dua
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Let R be an absolute invariant under (1.2). Then the .R-conjugate line

has direction cosines proportional to the expressions

y-(T' + D»f./2)x„/2.

Using (6.1) we may write (6.2) in the form

1        d        / R2 \
(6.2) y + — -log(-Is.,.

It follows that the metric normal [2] is the special R-conjugate line for

(6.3) R = cKl>*

(c a nonzero constant).

In particular if the function R is that function defined by (2.12), the con-

dition (6.3) is a necessary and sufficient condition that the projective normal

and the metric normal coincide [9].

Let the functions 21 and 33 be defined by the formulas

2I2 = g^A'A",     932 = g^B'B'.

We may show that the lines of curvature are given by (4.1) with

m = 21,     n = 93.

Hence we may apply the formulas in §5 to study the lines of curvature. We

shall not enter into these discussions at present.

Finally let (1.3) be again interpreted as the definining differential equa-

tions of a surface in a projective space of three dimensions. Let the line xy

be chosen as an i?-conjugate line with R unspecialized. Let y be an unspecial-

ized point on xy. By virtue of (1.8) we may choose a multiplier of the functions

y so that Ea = 0. The last of equations (1.4) shows that there exists a sym-

metric tensor Gaß defined by the formula

(6.4) G"B = -DPM°,= - iPui

If MAO there exist covariant components Gaß defined uniquely by the for-

mula

We may easily show that

_/>0 ß
GapG    = 8a.

g°xmUp>. = o,

that is, the curves corresponding to the developables of the R-conjugate congruence

are "orthogonal" in the .metric based on Gaß.

Again from (1.4) and (6.4) one may show that

x
Rlaßy = Gs\Paßy = DsßDay ~ DtyDaß.
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Hence
P1212 = D.

Again from (6.4) we find that

M = D/G,     G = \Gaa\.

We may call the tensor [8] Psaßy the projective curvature tensor of the surface S

relative to the R-conjugate line xy and the point y.

For a given i?-conjugate congruence and a particular choice of ideal point

y on the line of the congruence through x, the foregoing presents a natural

manner of introducing a metric on the surface. We shall refrain from the

elaboration of this theory for the present.
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